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Purpose
The purpose of the Gateway Services Data Platform is to provide a HIPPAcompliant method to manage, store and communicate data related to
COVID-19 response services for people experiencing homelessness in
emergency shelter and as they connect to permanent housing.

System Flow

Through a multi-organizational partnership, we strive to address the
obstacles to housing.
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This HIPAA-compliant site provides tools for staff and contractors serving
clients at the City of Albuquerque Wellness Hotels. To protect client
privacy, only authorized users log in and access the data. Managers have
been provided with the ability to add and remove users and can also
request clearance from the City-FCS.
Once you are added to the list of users, you may access the website at the
following URL: https://www.gatewayservicescabq.com/
This is the login page:

Your email address is your username. The first time you log in, enter
test123 as the password.
•

Changing Your Password

Please change your password immediately after your first log-in by
selecting the “Forgot Password” button. You will receive an email that you
must launch within two hours. Enter a new password and confirm it.
We cannot recover a forgotten password, but the option to change a
password is always available.
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Wellness-2 Operations & Housing
Successful log-in will bring you to the Wellness-2 Operations & Housing
landing page:

The links on this page will take you to landing pages to access forms and
tables. The Roster and Intake page gives access to the Wellness II Roster,
New Guest Intake, Edit Wellness Intake, and the Family Info Table. The
Housing Options page gives access to the Housing Options Form, the
Housing Options Grid, and the Case Progress page. Housing Status leads
to the Housing Status Form, Housing Status Grid, and Housing Status
Report. The client portfolio leads to pages where Pathways can upload
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client documents, and agencies may download these documents. The
landing pages may also be accessed under the ‘Manager’ tab in the top
menu, and information on each page is displayed on the landing pages.

Landing Pages

Roster and Intake Page

Housing Options Page
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Housing Status Page

Client Portfolio Page
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Wellness II Roster
The Heading Home Site Ops Staff. (HH Site Ops) will use this page to
update the roster on a daily basis, including intake tasks and take notes on
guest action requests.

The chart on the first half of the page displays the room status as
indicated on the Roster grid below.
The second half of the page displays the Roster Grid. The Grid is similar to
the Google sheet in the arrangment of its fields and in its usability.
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A defining feature of this grid is it’s editable and non-editable fields. If you
select Grid Edit, you will notice alternating white and grayed-out columns,
The editable fields are indicated by a text field or check box in a white
column. Of note on the check boxes, leaving the field blank means “no” and
ALL check marks mean “yes”. Editable fields in the roster include Room
Status and Start date of 90-day Countdown.
The non-editable fields are referencing another data page (for instance,
information entered into the Edit Wellness Intake page).
If you are certain about the need to change the information in a noneditable field, go to Edit Wellness Intake on the navigation bar, look up the
room or household name in the search fields, open the record by selecting
View details, make the necessary changes, and select Update at the
bottom of the page to save your changes. Note, changes made WILL NOT
be saved unless you select Update.
When saved correctly, the changes will appear in their respective fields on
the roster.
To print the grid and the chart, select
Download Data to open a pdf version in a
new tab where you will have the option to
print.
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•

Updating Room Status
To change the status of a room, select Grid Edit,
scroll down to the room in question, and enter in
the new status of the room.
The chart will automatically update with the
recent room status changes. Select Exit Grid Edit
when done to save your changes.
Updating room status is especially important when a
guest leaves the hotel.
After changing the room number to “Exited” on the
Edit Wellness Intake page, click on Wellness II Roster
on the navigation bar to return to the roster to
change the room status as described above.

Notice that while the record of the guest (first and last name, date of birth,
HMIS ID, and other household information) have been automatically
cleared from the roster, the room status is still marked “Occupied”.
Updating the status of the room from “Occupied” to “Dirty” for instance, will
make for accurate counts of available rooms and those needing to be
serviced.
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•

Overriding Countdown Date

As of May 1, 2021, eligible households may stay at the Wellness-2 hotel up
to 90 days. The 90-day clock started on May 1, 2021 for guests currently
staying at the Wellness-2 Hotel while guests who entered the Wellness-2
Hotel after May 1, 2021 have 90 days from the date of their entry to the
hotel.
To help Pathways navigators and Site Managers keep track of these dates,
we’ve included the start date of each guests’ 90-day countdown as well as
dates at day 30, day 60, 75, 88, and day 90/date of check out.
Pathways and Fast Track to Housing services will not be offered to guests
having 30 days remaining at the hotel (day 60); however, a request for
extension can be made by the guest at day 60 to provide additional time to
sign a lease and move into housing. These extensions may be up to 30
days from the date of scheduled termination of hotel services.
To override the current start date of the 90-day countdown and extend the
stay of a guest, simply select Grid Edit in the roster and push back the
start date. For example, if the start date was set for 05/01/2021, pushing
back the date to 05/31/2021 would extend the guests’ stay by 30 additional
days. The dates at the 30, 60, 75, 88, and 90-day marks would adjust
automatically to reflect this update.
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New Guest Intake
This form replaces the Zoho Intake form . Site Operations Staff will use
this form to enter intake details on new guests. The Wellness Intake
Coordinator can also use this form to initiate the intake process on an
incoming guest.

Select SUBMIT at the bottom of the page to add this guest to the system.

The New Guest Intake form must be submitted before family members can
be added. To add information on family members, select Edit Wellness
Intake from the navigation bar menu.
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Edit Wellness Intake
Site Operations Staff will use this form to complete intake details on new
guests, such as adding family members to the household, or to modify the
information on existing guests.

To find a registered guest, enter the Unique ID, last name, first name,
and/or room number and select Search. Guest intakes not completed prior
to search will not appear in the records list on the grid.
Select View details to open the record and make changes as needed.
Note that check boxes left blank are
“no” and all check marks are “yes”.
Also, remember to select Update to
save changes made.
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•

Enter family details

To add family members to a household, find the guest using the search
fields on the Edit Wellness Intake page and select View details to open the
record.
Wedged between DOB and Age calc is the “Enter family
details” link. Selecting this link will take you to a form
and grid.
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Notice the Unique ID displayed above the form and the head of household’s
name and date of birth in their respective fields below. To add a new
family member, fill-in the remainder of the fields as applicable and select
submit. The new entry will populate the grid on the right-side of the page.
The grid enables you to keep track of family members previously entered
and allows for edits. For example, to indicate that a family member is no
longer living at the hotel, select Grid Edit, scroll over to the “Living at
Hotel” column, and uncheck the check box.
Remember that all check marks mean “yes” and leaving the field blank
means “no”.
Select Exit Grid Edit to save your changes.
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•

Exiting a Household

To exit a household from the roster, change their room number to “Exited”.

Typing “Exited” is key to releasing the exit interview questions at the
bottom of the guest’s intake form as well as to clearing their information
from the roster.

Select Update at the bottom of the page to save your changes and click
Wellness II Roster on the navigation bar menu to change the status of the
room from “Occupied” to “Dirty”, “Maintenance”, or “Pest Control”. For more
information on updating room status, refer to page 8.
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Family Info Table
All the family members entered through the “Enter family details” link and
actively living at the hotel will populate this table.
To view household compositions of specific guests, use the search fields.
To view all family members, leave the search fields blank and select
Search.

There are two ways to edit the information in the table. Select Grid Edit to
update multiple records at one time or Edit on the right-side of the table to
update individual records. Select Exit Grid Edit or Update respectively to
save your changes.
Click the columns headings to sort the table alphabetically/numerically.
This table can also be downloaded and printed out.
Select Download Data at the top-left
corner to view the table as a pdf in a
new window. The pdf can be printed
out and used alongside the roster.
Keep in mind that only active family members entered through the “Enter
family details” link will be featured on the table. Single-person households
will not appear on the table.
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Housing Options Grid
This view expands and presents all the information in housing options as
a spreadsheet. No search fields are available on the Grid Edit but the table
can be sorted alphabetically/numerically by clicking on the column
headings.
To edit client information directly on this view, select Grid Edit. As in the
View Details form, some fields cannot be edited. Non-editable fields are
grayed-out on the grid while editable fields are white. When you are
finished editing the grid, select Exit Grid Edit.
Individual client information can still be delineated by selecting View
Details on the right side of the table. This View Details form is similar to
the form in the Housing Options Form page.
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Housing Options Form
This page provides data related to the Fast Track to Housing project.

Pathways Navigators and the Housing Coordinator can edit and review
data. Users can look up clients with any one of these search criteria:
Unique ID, head of household’s last name, date of birth, room number, or
navigator name. Once a field is entered and the search is initiated, a grid
view of all related records, if any, are listed underneath the search bar.
For instance, typing “Rabbit” as the Head of Household Last Name and
clicking search returns the following records.
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Clicking Edit on the right side of the table will allow you to edit the first
and last names of the client, their room number, update their date of birth,
or change the name of the Pathways Navigator assigned.
•

View Details on Housing Options
THIS IS WHERE YOU ENTER CLIENT HOUSING
DETAILS TO PREPARE FOR DISCUSSION OF
HOUSING DISPOSITIONS. For more information
on your client, scroll all the way to the right and
click on View Details.
This will bring you to a form where you can
update housing-related data.
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Of note on the check boxes, leaving the field blank means “no” and ALL
check marks mean “yes”.

Please note: Access to SNAP benefits is a checkbox for yes/no.

SNAP does not count as income toward rent. Think of SNAP like a
food box, where the dollar value of the food is not considered as
available to pay the landlord. Therefore, SNAP income is not
counted as available income the same way as earnings and other
types of public assistance.

Some fields feature hints to offer suggestions about what to type or
include in the field. Hints are indicated by a question mark inside a circle.
Simply hover your cursor over the symbol to view the hint.
Dropdown menus are indicated by a downwards arrow on the right side of
a text field. Some dropdown menus allow you to select all options that
apply while others allow for only one selection.
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The “Case Navigation Progress” section of the Housing Options Form
enables Navigators to capture the steps their clients are making toward
their housing dispositions.

Navigators can select the most current Client Progress option and expand
on their selection in the Notes text box below. This selection may change
over time.
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When satisfied with your edits, select Update at the bottom of the page.
Note, changes made WILL NOT be saved unless you select Update.

To switch between the records of the clients from the previous page, type
in the page number you would like to skip to or click the skip buttons at
the bottom of the page. For instance, I can switch between the records of
Brer Rabbit and Roger Rabbit by selecting the skip button.
Select the Back button to return to the grid view of the records on the
previous page.
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Case Progress
This page gives information on each client’s case progress. You can
search, see a grid summary, and edit information through the ‘View
Details’ link at the far right of the grid.
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Housing Status
There are three pages within Housing Status; the Housing Status Form,
Grid, and Report. To add a NEW client, use the Housing Status Form:

To search, view, and edit already entered clients use the Housing Status
Grid. Here you can use the ‘Grid Edit’ button in the top left or the ‘Edit’
button on the far right of the table to edit each client’s information.

The Housing Status Report provides a searchable way to see all of a
client’s information in one clean report.
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Example of what the report looks like for each client.
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Client Portfolios
The Client Portfolios landing page allows each agency to access the
documents for their clients. The Pathways team is able to upload
documents, and the Hopeworks, Heading Home, and CLN teams can
download the necessary documents.

In each Agency’s page, they can search for a client, then see which
documents are available to download in a Gallery View.
To edit a client’s information (e.g. to uncheck the “Portfolio Complete” box,
click the Head of Household’s last name to navigate to a details page
where the box can be checked/unchecked).

Pathways:
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Pathways navigators can search for clients to upload documents, and will
see possible clients in a tabular view. To access a client, clicking on a
client’s last name will lead to a details page where the navigator can
upload documents, and click a checkbox when the portfolio is complete.
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Glossary
Housing Options Acronym Legend
PSH=permanent supportive housing
RRH=rapid rehousing
HW=HopeWorks
HH=Heading Home
CLN=Cuidando los Ninos
CC=Catholic Charities
SAFE=S.A.F.E. house
AHCH=Albq Healthcare for the homeless
NMCEH=NM Coalition to End Homelessness
GF=City of ABQ General Fund
HUD= Federal funding thru Housing and Urban Development Dept.
CoC=Continuum of Care HUD grant
COA=City of Albq
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Site Resources
You may access helpful links and more information by selecting
Documentation from the menu at the very top of the page.
You may also find the Documentation page by typing in: documention.html
after the site URL: https://www.gatewayservicescabq.com/
Like so: https://www.gatewayservicescabq.com/documention.html

Logout & Thank You
The option to log out is either on the top or bottom of every page. Simply
select Logout to return to the log-in page.
Thank you for your review of this manual. Please send user questions to
David Broudy at broudy.david@gmail.com and Will Crockett at
wcrockett@cabq.gov, and policy questions to Myra Segal at
msegal@cabq.gov
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